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Abstract

Verilog-AMS is one of the major mixed-signal hardware description
languages on today’s market. In addition to the extended capabilities to
model analog and digital behavior, the language supports a novel ap-
proach to merge existing digital and analog designs without rewriting the
individual designs. At the center of this approach is the connect module
and the connection rules. These language features enable the designer to
declare modules which can be automatically or manually inserted at an
intersection of net segments with different disciplines. A mapping between
different disciplines and therefore between the different domains, enhances
the (re)usability of designs and enables a natural approach to mixed-signal
design. Circuitry of interest can be modeled with high accuracy in the ana-
log domain whereas less critical portions of the design are modeled in the
faster but less accurate digital simulation domain. Since Verilog-AMS ac-
tively supports the mixed-signal approach, the interchange of digital and
analog portions is straightforward and strongly encouraged.

The purpose of this paper is to introduce the semantics of Verilog-AMS
connect modules in greater detail and illustrate the impacts and trade-
offs on the simulation performance. Closely related principles of driver-
receiver segregation, discipline resolution and cross domain communica-
tion are discussed and evaluated to provide a thorough description of the
extended Verilog-AMS mixed-signal simulation capabilities.

1 Introduction

Traditional designs are uni-domain: either digital or analog. With the
advent of Mixed-Signal Languages like Verilog-AMS a new breed of de-
signs incorporating digital and analog behavior are combined in a unified
description language. While it is now possible to write a single mixed-
signal module which contains both analog and digital behavior, it is also
true that many designs are build on top of existing modules. Hence, the
new mixed-signal designs often contain purely analog and digital library
components. The usefulness of a mixed-signal language and simulator
depends on the capability to utilize the existing designs, exchange and in-
terchange different representations of individual components, and expand
critical portions of the design with more detailed models.

Verilog-AMS addresses the cross domain issues specifically with new
language constructs. Nets are clearly partitioned into either discrete (digi-
tal) or continuous (analog) domains. Depending on their domain, their be-
havior is simulated with a discrete event simulator or a differential equation
solver. What remains is the modeling and the simulation of the interface
between the different domains. Verilog-AMS introduces the connect mod-
ule construct. The definition of a module was extended to provide transla-
tion modules, mapping values and timing behavior from one domain into
the other. In general, a connect module provides two ports of different dis-
cipline and has a behavioral description stating the transformation process.
These modules can then be manually or automatically inserted to provide
an interface between nets of different disciplines. The behavioral descrip-
tion which implements the transformation process can be freely modeled at
any arbitrary level, from “quick-and-dirty” to low-level and detailed. The
language thus provides full customizability of the transformation from one

domain to the other, which offers significant possibilities for tradeoffs re-
lated to both simulation accuracy and speed.

Since the connect module insertion depends on the disciplines of net
segments on either side of a port, several features of Verilog-AMS con-
tribute to determine the final simulation model. This paper describes in
greater detail the features of Simulation Domains (Section 2), Discipline
Resolution and Connect Module Insertion (Section 3), and Driver-Receiver
Segregation (Section 4). The paper concludes with a discussion of connect
module interface modeling and performance factors in Section 5.

2 Simulation Domains

Verilog-AMS captures two different simulation domains, namely the
analog simulation domain and digital simulation domain. As stated earlier,
these domains are mapped onto different simulation kernels which imple-
ment different simulation semantics.

In the digital simulation domain a discrete event simulation kernel cal-
culates the discrete signal behavior. Discrete signals exhibit discrete signal
changes at discrete points in time. On the other hand, the analog simula-
tion domain is mapped onto a differential equation kernel, which calculates
at discrete points in time a solution to a set of differential equations. The
signals represented in the solution vector of a differential equation kernel
are assumed to change continuously between the individual solutions (in-
terpolation). As a result, time step selection depends on tolerance factors
and model behavior and can not be predicted.

The difference in the simulation domains is also reflected in the do-
main specific semantics of the Verilog-AMS language [2]. In the discrete
portion of modules (assign statements,initial block, andalways blocks),
time is controlled on a per block base. If a control statement (delay, event
control, etc.) is encountered the whole process is stopped and scheduled at
a point where the control statement is satisfied. This is the opposite in the
analog block of a Verilog-AMS model. Each module may contain zero or
oneanalog block which states a sequential description of a set of differ-
ential equations. Therefore, each time a new solution is calculated in the
differential equation kernel, all equations are evaluated which implies the
complete contents of theanalog blocks is executed. An example of the
different semantics is provided in the following pseudo module.

module mixed;
electrical in;

always @(cross(V(in)-1,1))
....

analog begin
@cross(V(in)-1,1)

...
V(in) <+ sineWave;

end
endmodule

Here, the always block is suspended until the event condition (a thresh-
old cross of netin) is satisfied. However, the corresponding event con-
dition in the analog block is evaluated similar to an if statement at any
solution point and the conditional statements are executed as soon as the
cross statement evaluates to true. The contribution statement toV (in) is
therefore executed unconditionally.



3 Connect Module Insertion

A connect module is required to be inserted into the design whenever
modules with ports of different disciplines are connected. This section
provides an overview of how connect modules are inserted due to the dis-
cipline resolution. The insertion can either be performed manually or au-
tomatically. In the case where a net of one discipline (say analog) connects
to several ports of the same discipline (say digital) , the Verilog-AMS lan-
guage provides an option of whether to insert an individual connect module
at each digital port, or whether to merge all of these into a single connect
module which is then connected up to each individual digital port. This op-
tion is known as the connect mode, and offers simulation speed/accuracy
tradeoffs, and is explored in detail in section 3.2.

In order to perform connect module insertion, we first need to deter-
mine the disciplines of the various nets and ports in the design.

3.1 Discipline Resolution

Verilog-AMS syntax allows a discipline to be associated with a partic-
ular net by using a net discipline declaration. For example, if we assume
that the disciplineelectrical has been previously defined (of domain con-
tinuous) and the disciplinelogic has been previously defined (of domain
discrete), we can declare the nets e1 and e2 to be of discipline electrical,
and the nets l1 and l2 to be of discipline logic using the following syntax:

wire l1, l2;
logic l1, l2;
electrical e1, e2;

The first declaration declares two wires, l1 and l2. The second decla-
ration declares that these wires are of discipline logic, which effectively
declares that they are digital objects. The third declaration declares two
more nets, e1 and e2, and also declares them to be of discipline electrical.
Sinceelectrical is assumed to be previously defined as having a continu-
ous domain, it means that these nets will have their values calculated by
the analog differential equation solver.

Ports can be declared to be of certain disciplines as in:

module foo(in,out)
input in;
output out;
electrical in;
logic out;
...

endmodule

Here, the first port of module foo is declared as an electrical port. Sim-
ilarly, the second port is declared to be of the logic discipline. It is also
possible to implicitly declare nets in connectivity statements, simply by
using them as port connections. In this case, the disciplines of the nets
are not declared by the user, and the simulator will need to resolve the
disciplines of these nets. For example:

module top();
foo f1(a,b);

endmodule;

For the two implicitly declared netsa andb, it is not immediately obvi-
ous which disciplines they should assume, and which solver will be respon-
sible for calculating their values. However, it would seem appropriate that
net a should be of discipline electrical, and netb should be of discipline
logic, in order to agree with their counterparts (in andout respectively)
within module foo. Further complexity arises when we consider the case
of multiple levels of hierarchy. Consider the following example:

module top(); module fee(p,q);
fee f1(a,b); foo f1(p,q);

endmodule; endmodule;

Here, the modulefoo was replaced with an instance of modulefee. Net
top.a is connected totop.f1.p (wheref1 is an instance offee). However,
no discipline has been declared for nettop.f1.p i.e. no discipline has been
declared for netp within modulefee. However, looking further into the
hierarchy,top.f1.p is connected totop.f1.f1.in (wheretop.f1.f1 is now an
instance of modulefoo) It makes sense to assigntop.f1.p the same disci-
pline astop.f1.f1.in (electrical). Propagating this information up through

the hierarchy,top.a is assigned the same discipline astop.f1.p (which was
resolved as electrical). This processes propagates the disciplines of lower
level nets up the design hierarchy.

Propagating disciplines up the signal hierarchy can take care of resolv-
ing certain cases. Hence, in order to determine the domain of a particular
net, it is a requirement to resolve the disciplines of those nets for which
disciplines are not explicitly declared. Once the domain of each net is
determined, the port connections are inspected to determine where con-
nect modules need to be inserted in order to map from one domain to the
other (from continuous to discrete, and vice versa). In fact, Verilog-AMS
provides two discipline resolution algorithms: non-detailed, and detailed.
The introduced example algorithm represented a portion of the standard
non-detailed discipline resolution algorithm, the basic idea of which is to
propagate net disciplines up the hierarchy, starting from the leaf level, un-
til a complete ascent of the design hierarchy is complete. Note however
that after the bottom-up traversal, some net disciplines may still be unre-
solved. For such remaining nets, the application of a user-defined default
discipline is required.

The standarddetailed discipline resolution algorithmis somewhat
more complex, and can be summarized as follows. The idea behind the
detailed discipline resolution algorithm is to propagate analog disciplines
through as much of the design as possible, for those nets that cannot be
easily be determined to be of the discrete domain. In effect, a bottom-up
traversal is performed, where analog disciplines are propagated upwards.
Then a top-down traversal is performed, where the disciplines of port high-
connections (of known analog discipline) are propagated downward to any
port low-connections (whose disciplines are still unresolved), effectively
pushing analog down.

Since analog disciplines are pushed both up and down, the detailed
discipline resolution algorithm will typically result in a design which has a
higher portion of its nets resolved to analog. This results in higher accuracy
(detailed) simulations, though at the likely expense of simulation speed.

It should be noted here that the user can always create a design in which
the discipline of every net is predetermined, and discipline resolution is not
necessary. This can be achieved by declaring the discipline of every net
in the design, either by local discipline declarations, or by out-of-context
discipline declarations such as

electrical top.f1.a;

Hence, the user has complete control over the final simulation model
from a discipline resolution (and hence domain resolution) perspective.

3.2 Automatic Connect Module Insertion

It was previously stated that a connect module is required to be inserted
into the design whenever modules with ports of different disciplines are
connected in order to map the signal values from one domain to the other.
The insertion can either be performed manually or automatically. This
section provides an overview of how connect modules are automatically
inserted due to the discipline resolution, and user-supplied connect rules.

In the case where a net of one discipline (and of one domain) connects
to several ports, each of the same discipline, but of the other domain, the
Verilog-AMS language provides an option of whether to insert an individ-
ual connect module at each digital port, or whether to merge all of these
into a single connect module which is then connected up to each individual
digital port. This option is known as the connect mode, and offers simula-
tion speed/accuracy tradeoffs.

Consider the following example (Figure 1), in which a netW1 of dis-
cipline electrical connects to two ports of discipline logic: The dashed line
represents a module instance boundary. A connect mode ofmergedre-
sults in a single connect module being inserted, which is then connected to
multiple digital ports. A connect module ofsplit results in multiple con-
nect modules being inserted, one for each digital port. Hence, the merged
mode results in less connect module instances than the split mode. This
has several effects:

1. By having one connect module per digital port, the load of each dig-
ital port (receiver) on the analog side can be accurately represented.
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Figure 1. Merged/Split connect mode attribute

A connect mode ofsplit achieves this high level of accuracy. Con-
versely, a connect mode ofmergedwill cause only a single connect
module to be inserted, so that only a single load is presented to the
analog solver, thus losing accuracy in modeling fanout effects.

2. A single connect module instance may contain some locally declared
analog nets, depending on what algorithm is used to map from one
domain to another. (Examples will be presented later). Thesplit
mode, which results in a higher count of connect module instances,
will thus result in a higher count of local analog nets. Hence, use
of the split mode may result in larger systems of equations and may
degrade simulation performance.

The following examples show how connect rules can be specified.

connectrules AMSconnect;
connect elect_to_logic split; // split mode
connect logic_to_elect; // defaults to merged mode

endconnectrules

connectmodule elect_to_logic(aVal, dVal);
input aVal; electrical aVal;
output dVal; logic dVal;

... // body of connect module goes here
endmodule

connectmodule logic_to_elect(dVal, aVal);
input dVal; logic dVal;
output aVal; electrical aVal;

... // body of connect module goes here
endmodule

Initially, a set of connect rules (delimited byconnectrules andend-
connectrules) specify that moduleselect to logic andlogic to elect are
to be used as connect modules where appropriate. In addition, the connect
mode where moduleelect to logic is used issplit. The default case is
merged, which applies to modulelogic to elect.

By examining the port interface of connect moduleelect to logic, we
see that it has an input portaVal which is of the electrical discipline, and
an output portdVal which is of the logic discipline.

Whenever the simulator detects an electrical net forming the high-
connection of an input port which has a net of discipline logic as the low
connection, it now knows that it needs to insert moduleelect to logic at
the interface. It can determine this by looking at the port disciplines and
directions for the connect modules, and comparing against the port disci-
plines and directions for our example in which the net of discipline elec-
trical forms the high connection to a port of discipline logic. The only
match in our example would be moduleelect to logic. Similarly, if a net
of discipline logic forms the high connection to a port which has a (low
connection of) the electrical discipline, and directioninput, then the mod-
ule logic to elect will be inserted.

This section explored how asplit connect mode can achieve higher ac-
curacy in modeling fanout/fanin effects, whereas it can also have a degrad-
ing effect on simulation performance due to introducing extra equations
that need solution by the analog solver. Overall, the performance of the
simulator will be a tradeoff of accuracy versus simulation speed, and will

Figure 2. Capacitively loaded inverter chain

be highly influenced by the choice of discipline resolution algorithm, by
the connect mode used for connect module insertion at the various port
boundaries, and by the detail of modeling performed within the connect
modules themselves. In addition, the user has control by specifying state-
ments within the connect rules over what particular connect module classes
get inserted at particular net/port boundaries, and thus can choose to insert
connect modules of varying modeling accuracy.

Verilog-AMS allows the user to declare the disciplines of various nets
in the design using local discipline declarations, and also using out-of-
context discipline declarations. By using such declarations, writing corre-
sponding connect rules, and choosing the discipline resolution algorithm
appropriately, a great deal of control and flexibility is thus available to the
user in determining how many connect modules are inserted, and where.
Additionally, the contents of the connect modules themselves and the level
of modeling performed therein is also completely user customizable. This
is due to the fact that they are user written/customized modules, and not
some hardcoded inaccessible primitives. The Verilog-AMS user can thus
make intelligent and wide-ranging tradeoffs in simulation speed versus ac-
curacy, provided he/she is aware of tradeoffs involved.

4 Driver-Receiver Segregation

Figure 2 shows two inverters in sequence, which are modeled in the
digital domain, and a capacitor C1, which is modeled in the analog domain,
loading the digital net joining the inverters. The motivation behind driver
receiver segregation is to allow the presence of the analog capacitor to
influence the delay from the first inverter to the second. Since the inverters
are modeled in the digital domain, they essentially know nothing about
the presence of the analog domain, and the digital simulation kernel will
faithfully propagate events from the first inverter (d1) to the second inverter
(d2). Enter the concept of driver receiver segregation, which simply states
that if there is a mixed signal present (i.e digital and analog net segments),
then the digital receivers aresegregatedfrom the digital drivers for that
mixed signal. As far as the simulator is concerned, this means that digital
signal n1 is nowsplit internally into two net segments, the driver side (the
side closest to d1 in Figure 2) and the receiver side (that closest to d2 in
Figure 2), and there isno direct linkbetween them. The concept of driver
receiver segregation intends for theconnect moduleto provide that link.
The connect module will be placed between the digital side of n1 and the
analog side (terminal of the capacitor). The connect module is responsible
for propagating the driver side of n1 (i.e. the output of inverter d1) to the
receiver side of n1 (i.e. the input to inverter d2) with the appropriate delay.

Depending on the implementation of this connect module, it may be
written to directly propagate the driver side values to the receiver sides
without any delay, or it may be written to introduce some delay, either a
purely digital delay, or one that is controlled by the analog solver

Of course, the connect module must also do the necessary domain
translation i.e. convert digital to analog or vice versa. The Verilog-AMS
language provides a lot of freedom in customizing these tasks. While the
concept of driver receiver segregation allows a large degree of freedom and
accuracy in modeling the delay on mixed nets, it also introduces:

1. requirements on the connect modules themselves (see Section 5).

2. requirements on the designer to think in a different manner, regard-
ing the concepts of drivers and receivers, which are no longer di-
rectly related. However, well written connect modules will reduce
the requirements on the designer.



From a driver-receiver segregation standpoint, it helps to be aware of a
set of rules/guidelines when writing and/or using connect modules:
Rule 1 A mixed net is always subject to driver receiver segregation.
The connect module that gets inserted in this net must also take care of
propagating the digital driver values to the digital receivers. How it does
this is at the discretion of the person who writes or implements the connect
module itself. The easiest way to perform this is via a continuous assign-
ment statement such as ’assign d = d;’ within the connect module, as in
the following example. This module serves two purposes:

1. It reads the value of d (i.e. the resolved value of the ordinary module
drivers, in this case the output of inverter d1), and based on this
value, it drives the corresponding analog node either high or low,
using a transition statement. This performs the domain translation.

2. It reads the value of d (i.e. the resolved value of the ordinary module
drivers, in this case the output of inverter d1), and directly propagates
it to the ordinary module receivers (in this case the input to inverter
d2) by assigning to d in the continuous assignment statement.

In other words, this module both performs the desired domain conversion,
and propagates the digital driver values to the digital receivers, compen-
sating for the “missing link” or segregation that was introduced by the
simulator.
connectmodule c2e(d,a);
logic d; input d;
electrical a; output a;

assign d = d; // d on left side goes to receivers,
// d on right side is resolved drivers.

analog
V(a) <+ transistion( d == 1 ? 5.0 : 0.0 );

endmodule

Rule 2 When the digital port of a connect module is read from, it is the
resolved value of all the ordinary modules drivers that are associated with
the corresponding digital net that is being read, and when it is assigned
to, the value being assigned becomes a driver for the ordinary module
receivers associated with that digital net.
This rule holdsregardlessof the declared directions of the digital port,
input, output, or inout.
Rule 3 If the digital port of a connect module is not driven, then the or-
dinary module receivers associated with the digital net connected to that
port may never receive any values from the ordinary drivers.
Rule 4 Driving a value to the digital port of a connect module does not
automatically write this value to the corresponding digital receivers, in-
stead it becomes a contribution to the state of these receivers.
If there are multiple connect modules attached to the same mixed sig-
nal, then the values driven to each module’s digital port are collected, and
the resolved value of these drivers is what actually drives the ordinary re-
ceivers.
Rule 5 Connect modules are not aware of each others existence.
Any connect module should thus assume that it may be the only one associ-
ated with the mixed signal, and must perform driver-receiver propagation.
Rule 6 Any connect module will only see the ordinary module drivers and
receivers for the digital island that it is isolating.
Rule 7 The use of a split connectmode attribute not only causes multiple
connect module instances to be inserted, it also has the effect of splitting
the ordinary module drivers and receivers that can be read from or con-
tributed to by a connect module.

The previous two rules are illustrated with the following Figure 3.
Here, inverters d1, d2 and d3 are on the same digitalisland. They are
not connected to any other digital drivers/receivers, by any other digital
net, and only by a purely analog net to inverters d4, d5 and d6. Similarly,
inverters d4 and d5 exist on their own digital island, and can only com-
municate with the other inverters via the analog wire W1, hence through
the analog simulator. In terms of driver receiver segregation, this is impor-
tant. The connect module c2e1, when reading from its digital port, sees
only the ordinary module drivers d1 and d3. It does not see drivers d4 or
d5, since there is no digital connection to these drivers. In addition, when
connect module c2e1 writes to its digital port to perform driver-receiver
propagation, it only propagates the values of d1,d3 to receiver d2. It does
not contribute to receiver d6.

declared analog wire
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Figure 3. Digital Islands

Rule 8 Connect modules inserted in a net, regardless of whether they are
intended as analog-to-digital converters, digital-to-analog converters, or
bidirectional converters, cause driver-receiver segregation of that mixed
net.
Hence they should all perform driver-receiver propagation, regardless of
their port directions.
Rule 9 Any digital nets that are connected to the ports of manually in-
serted connect module (may be inputs, outputs or inouts) are treated as
mixed nets, in exactly the same fashion that they would be if the connect
module was automatically inserted by the simulator.
A module with a two ports of different domains can be instantiated to map
from one domain to the other. However, if that module is declared as a
connectmodule(rather than as a module), then itwill cause driver-receiver
segregation to occur. Hence, the module should perform driver-receiver
propagation.

5 Connect Module Contents

5.1 Cross Domain Access

There are various ways in which values of objects which are calculated
in the analog domain can be made accessible in the digital domain, and
vice versa.

5.1.1 Demand sensitivity

The value of an analog variable or net is available within the digital con-
text (always or initial block), simply by accessing it in an expression as
follows:

analog
aVar = laplace_zp(....);
// aVar is result of laplace function

always begin
dVar = aVar; // read variable aVar whose value is

// calculated by analog,
if ( V(anet) > 2.5 ) ) // access voltage on anet...

clk = ˜clk; // ... and wiggle clock if necessary
...

end

Similarly, the value of a digital variable or net is available within the
analog context (analog block), by accessing it directly within an expres-
sion as follows:

always ( @posedge(clk) )
dVar = ˜dVar; // wiggle a digital variable...

analog begin
if ( dVar == 1 ) // ... and read it in analog block

out_v = 5.0;
V(out) <+ transition(out_v,delay,rise,fall);

end



Here, the analog output voltage V(out) is driven by an analog variable
out v, which is conditionally set whenever the digital variable dVar is equal
to one. Demand sensitivity means that the analog kernel will “demand” the
value of digital objects from the digital simulation kernel only when it next
executes an analog block statement that references the digital object in an
expression, and vice versa. A change in the object in one kernel does not
necessarily result in an immediate recognition of this change in the other
kernel, and a delay can exist between the object changing value in one
kernel, and the other kernel realizing it. Immediate notification of changes
in values from one kernel to the other are served by what is known as
transition sensitivity.

5.1.2 Transition Sensitivity

Transition sensitivity comes with the notion of events and event notifica-
tion. The digital solver can be immediately notified of a change in an
analog net voltage by referencing a cross event in an event detection state-
ment:

always @ ( cross(V(a_net) - 2.5, 0) )
clk = ˜clk;
// clock is toggled IMMEDIATELY whenever a_net > 2.5

Similarly, the analog simulator kernel can be immediately notified of a
change in a digital object by referencing it in an event detection statement,
such as:

analog begin
always @ ( posedge(clk) )

a_out = 5.0;
V(out) <+ transition(a_out,delay,rise,fall);

end

In this case, the analog simulator will detect the positive edge on digital
signal clk as soon as it happens, and will immediately begin to transition
the analog output to 5.0 volts.

5.2 Performance/Accuracy Tradeoff

There are two ways in which the digital domain can determine if a
threshold crossing has been reached in the analog domain, which is often
required when performing analog-to-digital conversion at the appropriate
interface. In this section we will discuss efficiency aspects of cross event
detection vs. threshold crossing (polling). Cross event detection is im-
plemented using the syntax shown in the first example in Section 5.1.2.
In this case, the analog solver determines exactly (i.e. within tight toler-
ances) when the voltage of anet crosses the 2.5 volt transition point. It
will arrange for an analog solution point to be placed such that the timing
of this crossing is accurately resolved. It will then inform the digital kernel
that the cross has happened, and the digital process (the always statement)
which was previously blocking, will resume. In order to accurately resolve
the timing of the cross event, the analog solver may have to solve its sys-
tem of differential equations at many different time points, until it finds
one sufficiently close to the actual time at which the cross event happens.
Such a process can be computationally expensive, as solving the system
of equations in the analog simulator is a CPU intensive process. However,
it does result in the digital always process (which was blocking waiting
for the event to happen) to resume at the correct time, leading to accurate
simulation results at the expense of simulation time.

Polling a threshold crossing is accomplished using the following syntax
(i.e. without the event detection “@” operator, and using a simple ”if”
statement instead)

always begin
if ( V(a_net) > 2.5 ) ) // access voltage on anet...

clk = ˜clk; // ... and wiggle clock if necessary
#1; // delay: very important to break infinite loop!!

end

Here, the always block will continually loop, checking to see if the
voltage on anet has become greater than 2.5. If the important delayed
NULL statement were omitted (the #1; statement in the above example),
then the digital solver would immediately resume the always process, and

digital simulation time would never advance. This corresponds to regular
digital Verilog [1] semantics. In addition, because this always processes
never suspends pending on event notification, the effect is that it will de-
mand the value of V(anet) from the analog solver every digital time tick
(assuming a delay of 1 time-tick #1 as in the example). If the delay was
set to 5 time-ticks, the process would suspend and resume every five time
ticks, inquiring the value of V(anet) from the analog solver, and then com-
paring to see if it has become greater than 2.5 volts. At one of these digital
time points, it will eventually discover that at some point during the inter-
vening 5 time ticks, the value of anet finally increased above 2.5 volts. It
will not know exactly at what time this happened, as it only discovers it at
one of the time tick multiples governed by the value of the delay. However,
since there is no cross statement that needs accurate resolution by the ana-
log solver now however, the analog solver will thus perform less solutions,
thus resulting in a significant increase in simulation speed from the analog
solver’s perspective. There is a trade-off to be made here, in which the dig-
ital solvers simulation time can be increased (thus performance decreased)
by having a smaller delay statement within the always process, while the
accuracy (with regard to clock edge timing) of the simulation is increased.
If accurate timing is critical, the cross event detection mechanism is rec-
ommended. However, if it is not so critical, then the threshold detection
(polling) can provide significant performance benefits, with further perfor-
mance/accuracy tradeoff possible by varying the delay value in the always
process. Note, the use of a delay polling mechanism might also result in
missed thresholds, in case the polled value crosses the threshold an even
number of times within the delay interval.

5.3 Driver Access Functions

When performing a digital-to-analog conversion, it is useful to know
exactly which digital drivers are contributing to the state of a net. By
knowing exactly which digital drivers are contributing, which value each
driver contributes, and by making certain technology assumptions about
such drivers based on their disciplines, a particular connect module can
construct a detailed analog equivalent circuit of these drivers. This equiv-
alent circuit is then presented to the analog simulation kernel. The driver
access functions supported by Verilog-AMS provide this information for a
given net.

The following connect module uses the driver access feature of
Verilog-AMS to examine the individual digital drivers of the digital sig-
nal to which it is connected. It uses a number of approximations and as-
sumptions about the analog characteristics of a “cmos1” driver to present
an accurate equivalent circuit of the digital signal to port a. The voltage
at port a is, in turn, used to determine the effective logic state seen by re-
ceivers of the digital signal. The following assumptions about “cmos1” are
embodied in the module:

1. The equivalent circuit of an output in this technology is a function
of the rail to ground supply voltage “supply”

2. When a gate output in “cmos1” is driven high, its equivalent circuit
can be approximated by a resistance “r1” between the output and the
power rail.

3. When a gate output in “cmos1” is driven low, its equivalent circuit
can be approximated by a resistance “r0” between the output and
ground.

4. The impedance between rail and output when the output is driven
low, or the impedance between output and ground when the output
is driven high is a few orders of magnitude higher than “r1” and “r0”
so that its effect is not very important

This module effectively adds another parallel resistor from output to
ground whenever a digital output connected to the net goes low, and an-
other parallel resistor from output to rail (supply) whenever a digital output
connected to the net goes high. Thus if this were used as the c2e in Fig-
ure 1, then not only would the delay from digital outputs to the digital input
be a function of the value of the capacitor, but, for a given capacitance it
would be approximately half the time with two gates driving the signal as
with one (split/merge).



connectmodule c2e(d,a);
cmos1 d; input d;
electrical a; inout a;

electrical rail;
integer num_ones, num_zeros;
reg tmp;
branch pull_up(rail,a);
branch pull_down(a,ground);
branch power(rail,ground);
parameter real r0=120.0, r1=100.0, roff=1e6;
parameter real vt_hi = 3.5, vt_lo = 1.5;
parameter real supply = 5.0;

always @(driver_update(d)) begin
num_ones = 0;
num_zeros = 0;
for ( i = 0; i < driver_count(d); i++ )

if ( driver_state(i) == 1 )
num_ones = num_ones + 1;

else
num_zeros = num_zeros + 1;

end

assign d = tmp; // bind d to a reg

always @(cross(V(a) - vt_hi, -1) or
cross(V(a) - vt_lo, +1))

tmp = 1‘bx;

always @(cross(V(a) - vt_hi, +1))
tmp = 1‘b1;

always @(cross(V(a) - vt_lo, -1))
tmp = 1‘b0;

analog begin
// Approximately one r1 resistor to rail
// per high output connected to the digital net
V(pull_up) <+

1/((1/r1)*num_ones+(1/roff)) * I(pull_up);
// Approxately one r0 resistor to ground
// per low output connected to the digital net
V(pull_down) <+

1/((1/r0)*num_zeros+(1/roff)) * I(pull_down);
V(power) <+ supply; // specify power value

end
endmodule

The module above is able to model the equivalent output impedance of
the digital drivers, with only the addition of a single analog node, and two
extra branch equations. Traditional approaches to model such impedances
include the placement of transistor models (primitives) within the con-
nect element. While this approach provides even more accuracy (and is
still possible using Verilog-AMS), the complexity of the underlying model
equations, and the extra unknowns that need to be solved by the analog
solver (introduced by internal nodes within the transistor models them-
selves), can degrade the performance of the analog solver. Hence, by judi-
cious use of driver access functions and the appropriate level of behavioral
modeling, significant increases in simulation speed can be achieved with
small losses in simulation accuracy. This can be a very compelling reason
to use driver update functions within connect modules.

5.4 Finite Output Impedance

Since multiple connect modules might drive the same analog node, the
question of output impedance is crucial for Verilog-AMS models. Well
written connect modules should be written with finite input and output
impedances, regardless of whether they are intended to be used as digital-
to-analog converters, or analog-to-digital converters. At first glance it may
seem that a connect module written to map from the digital domain to the
analog domain need not contain any output impedance modeling step, and
that it can simply “write” the corresponding logic high/low voltage value
to the analog net. However, cases (see Figure 4) can arise where multi-
ple connect module instances are simultaneously trying to force values on
the same analog net. If implemented as purely behavioral voltage sources

n1

cmos3v_to_electiral

cmos5v_to_electrical

cmos5v

cmos3v

mn

mp
d1

d2

Figure 4. Different logic connect modules

(contribution statements), this situation will lead to a singular matrix in the
analog simulation kernel. However, in a real world situation, the hardware
implementation of the logic gates d1 and d2 would have some finite ana-
log output impedance, and a real voltage (probably somewhere between 3v
and 5v) would actually result on net n1.

The following module cmos5vto electrical illustrates how a finite
output-impedance can be modeled by use of an intermediate node (n), and
a resistive contribution statementI(a,n)<+ V(n) / rout.

connectmodule cmos5v_to_electrical(d,a);
cmos1 d; inout d;
electrical a; output a;
parameter rout=50; // output impedance, 50 ohms
reg tmp;
electrical n; // intermediate node

assign d = tmp; // bind d to a reg
...

analog begin
V(n) <+ transition( d = = 1 ? 5.0 : 0.0, 3n, 3n);
I(a,n) <+ V(n) / rout; // models output impedance

end
endmodule

6 Conclusion

Since Verilog-AMS actively supports the mixed-signal approach, the
interchange of digital and analog portions is straightforward and strongly
encouraged. Connect modules are essential to this, and this paper has il-
lustrated several salient features of the Verilog-AMS language. Included
were differences in simulation semantics between the analog and digi-
tal contexts, discipline resolution, auto-insertion of connect modules, and
the significant impacts of driver receiver segregation. Speed/performance
tradeoffs in modeling and implementation of connect modules were inves-
tigated, and a set of rules/guidelines was established for use when coding
connect modules. These tradeoffs, rules and guidelines are particularly
applicable to an end-user when simulating a mixed-signal design using
Verilog-AMS.
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